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ALONE TONIGHT





1

For fifty years
through all the weathers
of the mind,
I have loved the world with my eye

      . . . if nothing else, that.



2

in a shaded spot
the ruins

of a sundial

    shaking the stone from her shoe—
    a white opal swings
    from between brown breasts

the restlessness of leaf shadows on a crimson couch

late sunlight
climbs the wall

cigarette by cigarette



3

          alone tonight—
          a moth taps

              at the window



4

In the sunlight at the door
her skirt brightens—
quick! quick!
     her scissor shadow
            cuts me through.

I've come again
to this oak-gripped bank -
who knows why? 
Recalling our last time here together,
I watch a red leaf drift out of sight.



5

These first cool nights
a neighbor burns apple wood . . .
It's not so much memory
that comes wafting back,

as a trace of legend.

Bittersweet in such plenty,
an orange-and-yellow mist
that wants telling -
If she will not answer my letters,

   if she will not . . .

Streetlights
illume the maples
from within . . .
Was it so much, my love,
to expect the truth?



6

Hearing your fame
on the radio, I go
walking streets of leaves—
longing to see you, I ache,
having no success to speak of.

Again tonight
along the color-ribboned river
I feel its frail insistence—
this hunger, tissue thin
behind my breastbone.



7

where snowflakes become ocean
she takes my arm

the cry of gulls

calico curled
in the bookshop window

slant of winter sunlight

a quaint street scene
painted on a tin . . .

scent of hot cocoa



8

on the cheek
of the brass teapot—
      the embers' cherry rouge

she speaks of her past . . .
on her face the window prism's
         iridescent bruise



9

Along the winter streets,
the lifeless streets
of yellow window lights
and leafless trees, I pass

               - a click of cleats.



10

           ELEVEN TO SEVEN

night shift—
see that the chute stays open
the mesmerizing spill of ore

the salamander glows cherry red
Camel lit by a touch

night shift—
pulp novel, every second page
dimmed by dust . . .

2 a.m., thermos of coffee
sandwiches, cake



11

night shift—
3 to 6, the longest hours
2nd pack of cigarettes

over the PA system, an argument
`god-damn hunky'

night shift—
through the sky hole, snowflakes,
the faint gray light of dawn

showered and ready to punch out
"take care, roads are icy . . . "



12

Stark from the shower
to answer the phone,
she dons a robe
of the finest distance . . .
the girl with spring desire.

pussywillows behind
         the Court House . . . the smart click

of high heels

crabapples bloom
in the morning chill
a young woman's peaked blouse



13

all over town
turn signals flashing—here,

spring peepers piping

          this fluid snake—
               really not much more
                    than a roving esophagus



14

Looking down
on that distant page
of meadow—

a railroad train straight as a sentence
and I too mountain-high to read its noise.

shying away
       she leaves her sly smile

               but not her name . . .

             where she stood
 a twist of blue smoke lingers
      in the misting air

Along the river
where trees are glad with leaflets,
she had to tell me -
Later, pitched across the hotel bed,
I wept.



15

Selling flowers, she wears
nothing but the briefest briefs
beneath her dress -

     But her snippy way withers
     my fine bouquet of notions.

the unison sway of two roller-blade skaters diminishing 

retracing my steps—
the irises seem

to nod and whisper

   morning-glory at dusk
    the bee's trapped hum



16

            on the porch
 by moth light we sit—

not a word between us

listening for the barred owl—
a moth flutters

into my shirt

across the ceiling
both belly down and upside down—

the spider



17

All morning
the mood of the otherwise

forgotten dream—
the backs of maple leaves
turned silver under water.



18

the first cicada—
one long sizzling syllable

says it's summer

in the dusk
of the covered bridge—

slatted sunlight

         weeping
she embraces me -

the brook's small babble

August afternoon—
the zzzapping flight

of a grasshopper



19

     Standing in the green-dusk
     of the woods looking out—
     how bright the meadow . . .
          How odd this reluctance
          to step into brilliance.

     As twilight gathers,
     the white boulder in
     the stone fence

             grows luminous—
     Some things take a lifetime.

after sunset
we lean against the stone wall
the warmth



20

THERE IS A RIVER YEARS FROM HERE

All day, thoughts about a river, years from here, a creek, really,
that flows without a name through the green-dusk of an ageless
woods, and how I sailed there a galleon, a halved walnut shell with
its wedge of paper sail, beneath the spread of a great old maple tree,
where the creek pooled below the chicken coops; and how the
leaning woods peered over my shoulder in those days when
salamanders were dragons; and how I searched for neither gold nor
fame, but treasures among the water-polished pebbles, despite
humidity, mosquitoes, water-striders, "dragons," and the great
granddaddy of a crayfish, who hung out among the stones, that
were really boulders, below the pool; and how the chickens just
loved a crawfish tossed over the chicken mesh—but not the great
granddaddy, for it would have been sin and shame for such an aged
monster to end up chicken feed.  All day, thoughts about a river,
years from here, that flows without a name.

torrent in Spring
a trickle now—in youth

my Conrad river



21

       a snake released—
       the feel of it

      stays in my hand . . . 



22

after a day's debauch—
webworms crawling home
along a cherry branch

thumps in the night . . .
    apples dropping
in the moonless orchard

hunter's moon—
the cat comes home

faintly smelling of wood smoke

outlawed
but somewhere the incense
of burning leaves



23

November sunlight—
its clear clean slant

over threadbare pasture

after stacking wood—
a steaming bowl

of barley soup



24

the snow falling
in the park at dusk . . .

the yellow windows

She has just come
from seeing a friend,
she says—
bleak branches fret     
the lavender dusk.

this bitter bitter night—
a wild wind warps

 St. Brigid's bells



25

Christmas Eve -
across the snow-hushed town

    St. Mary's chimes . . .

wassailing -
so cold the rum
can't find our toes

think of it -
to have been Mohr and Gruber
to have written ‘Silent Night’



26

a sudden flush from peach to rose—
     winter sunrise

on the gusty street—
a snow ghost pirouettes

and disappears

such an affection
for this only spider—

Christmas alone



27

big soft snowflakes -
seeing her smile
I unbuckle my frown

moonlight
and the crunch of snow underfoot . . .

her brown brown eyes



28

snowscape at dusk—
on a hillside through leafless woods

farm lights

snowbound—
after digging out

muscles deliciously sore



29

watching the loggers work
I rub my paper cut

     tired from a day
in the field, I close my eyes

apple blossoms



30

BRIGHT DAYS

Bright days, hand in hand—what a friendship we had then!  You
said, "The river is shampooing its hair," and we played Pooh sticks
from its bridge.

that glint
in the forest -

where did it go?



31

smelling of himself,
grass, and sunshine

the puppy

matchbox left in the sun—
a racket of Mexican

jumping beans

the June bug flips
right back over—

     "ingrate"



32

fast gathering storm—
along the bike trail, the hum
of tread on asphalt

       small rain ahead of storm—
a white butterfly crawls under
   the Queen Anne's lace

the leaves of maple
turn their pewter backs against

the coming storm



33

dense fog
to the north a chain saw
gnars a tune

one after the other
three crows become one
with the fog



34

touch-me-nots
the big plump pod about to burst
- couldn't help myself

     again, the great maple
turns Halloween orange
     again, this longing

stars in a black sky—
across the river a clock

strikes one . . . strikes two



35

Cold stars, white moon,
the crunch of snow underfoot—
How it pierces
to recall a kindness
rudely refused.

through bleak branches
a white moon . . .  on the snow

a shadow orchard



36

snow falling falling
through a clutch of apple boughs

my failing mother

dim in driven snow—
two crows hunched

on a white-black bough

along the snow path
the faint clatter of a curled leaf

rolling with the wind

in snow
and stony silence, her name
              -  graven in granite



37

where the small lake
leaks away . . .

    a tea-dark gurgle

after a winter of boots
a certain spring

in my step



38

spring in the valley—
on the rock face, fanged drool

                   frozen

SPRING WOODS

Skunk-cabbages that yesterday were green napkins folded to stand
upright, now forge the bog, swarm the wooded hillside . . .

     across the path
     a snake
     too cold to care



39

strong coffee -
in the morning sunlight,

motes

after breakfast at EATs—
bare branches

beneath a fried egg sky



40

through a haze
of leaflets—the ugliest gargoyle

ever

by the stone church
in the pearly-gray sunlight

the dogwood's pink

raspberry sherbet—
the pink bloom
of sidewalk crabapples



41

crossing against the light
with glee in his eye—

the old man

Picking up the dime
from the sidewalk she shows
the bird nest
between her breasts—

and then her beard.

leaning over
the muddy boot print—

a white flower

she loiters
smelling a spray of violets

the nape of her neck



42

Nice to be
a museum piece—
bronze knockers

     and crotch, both
burnished by secret hands.

Also on display that day
at The Museum of Modern Art
an anonymous print:
medium;

   lipstick on tissue.



43

Rorschach tree-scape
and moon fleeced clouds . . .
How unlikely,
against a yellow windowshade,
this perfect female profile.

This quick
infatuation for a stranger
on the street—
How hackneyed, but still
it happened, and who knows . . .



44

the sticky sound of tires
on noontime asphalt—

lemonade 10¢

at Kate's Diner
under the plastic cake lid

- the necessary fly

    in the spoon's lustre
wee and awry it pinwheels

        the ceiling fan

a screen door bangs—
    all past summers summarized
        in one brief report



45

     In the face
     of the approaching pedestrian,
     I see something,
     something to wince about—
     then hear the crash behind me.

 Of the suicide
who burnt himself

  for Peace—
  activism or

 individual instance of insanity?



46

under the tailgate
     a sparrow
sitting out the rain

      brief shower—
a smell of slaked pavement
the rose in a passing lapel

along the handrail
beaded raindrops . . .

day lilies too



47

walking this woods
after thirty years—
not finding certain trees

Listening
to the whispery hush
of the woods
and thinking of you,
I embrace a birch.

rolling a spruce needle
between thumb and finger
  - harvesting the scent



48

Around the campfire
singing with the others,
I flick an unworthy thought
from my mind—
a spark from my sleeve.

     the moonlit linen
     the lap of wavelets, the whine
     of one mosquito . . .

Thinking it the world's
tiniest bi-plane, I blindly swat
the midnight air—

             But why?
A little whine never hurt anyone.



49

Through swamped trees,
black as tooth stumps,
a mallard and his mate meander . . .

toward what Kingdom,
I ask?

honking
a wedge of geese

heading . . .

rubies on the right
diamonds on the left:  I-91

       by twilight



50

 BAR HARBOR

October sunrise
looking out to sea
everything ship shape

And on the beach, overnight sculptures of stone, stacked by
unseen hands . . .

guessing
where the cormorant

will reappear

watching the cruise ship
head for sea, a sea glint

       cuts my eye . . .



51

A wicket of branches 
holds the bluish fog
of a November afternoon—
     Again, in the flat below,
     a woman is weeping. 

This moonless night
This hush
of falling snow

By lamplight
your five haiku . . .



52

WINTER COTTAGE

Unworldly wind, and dark the midnight forest.  So cold the        
 branches click like antlers.  Beyond that, not much to know.

In the black of nothing—
phantom bucks

battle



53

the smell of soup
in institutional halls—

the forced forsythia . . .

one-armed snake—
this image from a nightmare
haunts till noon

To the east
the fiery windows of sunset,
in the slush at the curb
               a dead pigeon . . .
What's done is done.

over glazed snow a spider crawling toward the end
                                 of February



54

After the nights
of pills and prayers

and sad songs—
you,

my Androcles.

After the many sunsets
viewed through an ashen blur
of migraine—

only the sunsets now,
as if there'd been no blur.

* * *



BACK HOME



56

Under a starry sky
the lone light of that distant hill
remembered—

more constant than friend
every night of my boyhood.

         Staring at
the kitchen linoleum,
I can still find,
after all these years,
a familiar face or two.



57

We did what we could
read their letters, figured their taxes
good neighbors they—

now just a cellar hole
and the lilacs in spring.



58

where the oak staked
its claim a century ago
the dirt road narrows

                  after his stroke
a safety razor—the strop still hanging
by the door

still still
he walks the woods
wise as an Indian



59

       "Just look at the mud
on your pants!" — in his fist

violets for her

In his tree house,
red as the rose that newly sprung
this June

he blooms with shame—
having blurted out his secret.

POISED TO KNOCK, HE HEARS

"... and don't you ever give me a scare like that again.  I've worked my
fingers to the bone and worried the whole night through till I'm near sick
to death to make a decent home for you as best I can without a man to help
me and this is the thanks I get.  Gone all day without a word of your
whereabouts.  What was I to think?  You might have been dead or drowned
for all I knew.  Don't you care how I might feel?  Don't you respect my
feelings ..."

poised to knock, he hears ...
and decides to knock

another day



60

the door hangs
by a rusted hinge . . .

cluster of brown-eyed Susans

in the woods
the creek endlessly crinkling—
a cellophane . . . 

where the sun bursts through—
mountain water

 over golden cobbles



61

     another scorcher
powder-fine dust

on the roadside ragweed

     the blond curl
of the flypaper

a buzzing triad

huckleberry bush
     too high to net -

drunken birds



62

with barbed wire
deep in their guts—the old trees

at the pasture's edge

         a cow's bleached skull—
in the cranium

a paper wasp's nest



63

STRANGE HARVEST

His first day home on the farm, unscathed by combat, he loses an
arm to the combine harvester.

last night
a sister’s auburn hair
this morning white



64

     ancient apple trees
along the pathway

small-fisted fruit

in all but one room
a death—

Victorian homestead

this wooden chain
no one remembers

who carved it

* * *



EPILOGUE



66

                EVENING WALK

The heat still rises from the fields and road mingling the essences of
grass and dust.  I enjoy these solitary walks after a day of manuscripts
and notes.

her diary—
if only I hadn't forced

its tiny lock . . .

The dog runs ahead, circles, explores a field of buckwheat, then checks
back with me before another tongue-flapping foray.  He always
returns as if to explain himself and ask permission.

once in a moonlit orchard
what might have been . . .



67

A great dead tree stands in arrested motion, as if tossed by an airy
turbulence, the perfect sculpture for a stormy life, its barnwood gray
set off by forest green.

jazz
and the neon, nylon nights—
your fame is everywhere
old friend
I am stretched with longing

Today, I noticed that autumn's tarnish has touched the tree outside
my window.  In a month or so, it too, will show its structure.

And the autumn woods
so lovely that you want
but don't know what it is
you want—
it only makes you sorry.



68

The serene violence of the sunset, that flared briefly like an opened
forge, is now replaced by a gray veil.

stemless in the dusk
the Queen Anne's lace float—

the path grows luminous

The dog has gone ahead now, not asking for my permission.  He will
be waiting at the back door.  I crest the last hill to home and see an
orange moon low in an orchid sky.

as night takes over . . .
walking knee-deep

     in the chirring
of crickets

* * *
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